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Recent experimental results from the CDF collaboration which study the top forward-backward

asymmetry have strengthened the case that new physics is playing a role in t�t production. Here, we

propose a set of measurements, built from the charged lepton kinematics in semileptonic and fully leptonic

t�t events, designed to further probe the underlying causes of this asymmetry both at the Tevatron and at the

LHC. Using a set of conservative reference models, we find that measurements of the charged lepton

asymmetry, top polarization, and t�t spin correlation can establish the existence of new physics and

distinguish between competing models both at the Tevatron and the LHC. At the Tevatron, discrimination

between models is possible at the 3� level. At the LHC, we demonstrate that a top forward-backward

asymmetry can be established at* 3� in the first�5 fb�1 of data and show how competing explanations

can be further disentangled.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Roughly three years ago, both CDF and D0 reported
anomalously large top forward-backward asymmetries
(AFB) [1]. Since that time analyses have improved and
integrated luminosities have increased such that the latest
semileptonic results [2] from CDF report a 3:4� discrep-
ancy with the standard model (SM) prediction [3,4] in the
highmt�t region, while in the fully leptonic

1 channel, recent
measurements [5] display a 2:6� deviation in the same
direction.

During this time, the theory community has dedicated
much effort to model building aimed at explaining these
excesses [6]. The good agreement of the top pair produc-
tion cross section with SM predictions drives most models
to generate the asymmetry from interference between new
physics and the standard model, leading to the introduction
of either a flavor-nonuniversal s-channel colored vector
boson or a t-channel color singlet with nontrivial flavor
structure.

If physics beyond the standard model (BSM) is really
responsible for the top asymmetry, then it would be desir-
able to probe its particle content directly by producing any
new states on shell and then measuring their masses and
couplings. Depending on the model, such searches may
proceed in t�t resonances or top-light jet resonances, and
interesting signals may be discovered shortly. However,

excesses in the nonresonant t�t cross section alone allow
for observations of departures from the SM [7]. Here, we
establish that a BSM leptonic charge asymmetry can also be
seen in nonresonant t�t events at the 7 TeVLHC. By virtue of
the fact that the BSM states must have couplings strong
enough to impact the measurement of AFB in the low to
intermediate range ofmt�t, we can confidentlymeasure some
essential properties of relevant BSMstates in a fairlymodel-
independent way. Chief among these is the chiral nature of
their couplings to the top and the correlation between top
polarizations in the final state.2 We further study the asym-
metry with leptonic variables; together with measurements
of spin correlations and polarization, models for the top
asymmetry can be well tested within the 7 TeV run.
Measuring the chiral nature of the top’s coupling in the

region where we measure AFB would be useful because
this coupling is vectorlike at tree level in the SM, so any
deviation from this, as is required in e.g. models with an
s-channel color vector octet, would indicate the presence
of new physics. Moreover, the strong constraints on b
quark couplings from precision flavor observables leads
many models for AFB to couple only to right-handed tops,
predicting large and distinct polarization signals. Any con-
firmation of a non-vector-like coupling, especially one
which is dominantly right-handed, would strengthen the
case for new physics. Furthermore, the correlation between
the top and antitop polarizations can be used to distinguish
between different production mechanisms, particularly at
the LHC, where BSM contributions to the top pair produc-
tion cross section are expected to be large.
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Fortunately, as the top decays before hadronization ef-
fects can wash out its polarization information, many
useful spin observables can be constructed in t�t events. It
has been known for more than two decades that the differ-
ential distributions of top decay products serve as an ex-
cellent probe of new physics [13], with many applications
to the study of t�t resonances [14], and, more recently, to
distinguishing potential explanations of the anomalous top
AFB [15].

The main contribution of this article is the study of the
power of various leptonic observables for determining the
existence of an enhanced top forward-backward asymme-
try and discriminating amongst competing explanations for
it, using a set of relevant models and (for the LHC) a
realistic top-reconstruction algorithm. We will employ a
set of four phenomenological reference models to inject
signals characteristic of the two basic classes of models
constructed to explain the forward-backward asymmetry:
(1) models with an s-channel vector boson are represented
by three reference axi-gluon models with fully axial, left-
handed, and right-handed couplings, while (2) t-channel
vector boson models are represented by a reference W 0.
Full details of our benchmarks can be found in
Appendix B, but it is important to note that the particular
models at hand (i.e. the chosen masses and couplings) are
not essential to our conclusions—other s- and t-channel
models constructed to yield a similar asymmetry would
lead us to similar conclusions.

We first consider the prospects at the Tevatron in Sec. II,
examining the potential impact of leptonic observables
with current and projected luminosities at the Tevatron.
We emphasize that leptonic observables access novel in-
formation beyond that contained in the distributions of the
parent tops and compare the utility of measuring polariza-
tion directly versus indirectly through lepton charge asym-
metries [3,15]. In Sec. III, we will build upon prior works
[15] and present a detailed set of cuts and observables
which allow for useful probes of relevant BSM physics
within the first 1–5 fb�1 of 7 TeV LHC data. In particular,
we will see that a leptonic charge asymmetry in dileptonic
t�t events can be established at� 3� in 5 fb�1 for all of our
BSM reference models. Sec. IV contains our conclusions.
Finally, in Appendix A, we give an overview of our top-
reconstruction procedure. Appendix B discusses our
benchmark models, and Appendix C contains many tabu-
lated results.

II. TEVATRON ANALYSIS

As was mentioned in Sec. I, the polarization of the top is
reflected in the kinematic distributions of its daughters, as
the top decays before hadronization effects can wash away
this information. Thus, top polarization P n along a chosen
axis n̂ can be measured by the angular distribution of the
top decay products with respect to that axis, measured in
the top rest frame [16]:

1

�

d�

d cos�i;n
¼ 1

2
ð1þ P n�i cos�i;nÞ; (1)

where P n ¼ �1 for tops completely polarized (anti-) paral-
lel with the chosen axis, �i is the spin analyzing power of
decay product i, and �i is the direction of each daughter with
respect to the chosen axis, as measured in the rest frame
of the top. For the b we have � ¼ �0:4, while for the
neutrino, � ¼ �0:3, and the charged lepton has � ¼ 1.
Thus, of all the particles coming from the decay of the top,
the charged lepton is most sensitive to the top’s polarization.
The high sensitivity of the charged lepton is convenient

because, of all the top decay products, it is the easiest to
identify and measure. The purpose of this section is to
point out that simple variables constructed from the leptons
in semileptonic and dileptonic t�t events have hitherto un-
tapped power to distinguish between competing explana-
tions of the observed asymmetry even at the Tevatron and
have the potential to significantly strengthen the case for
new physics beyond the standard model. Models which
attempt to explain the observed top asymmetry typically
predict heavy new states with nontrivial chiral structure.
This translates into a potentially large net polarization of
tops as well as a departure from SM spin correlations, and,
therefore, potentially large signals in the lepton distribu-
tions, which are capable of distinguishing between differ-
ent models [15].
For a given choice of axis n̂, the net polarization of the

top sample along that axis can be extracted as

P n ¼ Nðcos�‘;n > 0Þ � Nðcos�‘;n < 0Þ
Nðcos�‘;n > 0Þ þ Nðcos�‘;n < 0Þ : (2)

Three commonly considered polarization bases are (1) P h,
the helicity basis, where n̂ is given by the direction of the
parent top’s momentum in the center of mass (CM) frame;
(2) P b, the beam basis, where n̂ is given by the direction of
the beam; and (3) P off-d, the off-diagonal axis [17], which
maximizes SM spin correlations and interpolates between
the previous two. The SM predicts a small net polarization
arising from electroweak corrections to top pair produc-
tion, which we neglect.3 After imposing selection cuts
[2,5] as discussed below, however, SM tops will, in gen-
eral, show a nonzero polarization. In Table I, we display
these values as well as predictions for our reference models
in the helicity basis. Results for the beam and off-diagonal
bases are shown in Tables II and III. The helicity basis
gives better separation between BSMmodels and the SM at
the Tevatron than either the beam basis or the off-diagonal
basis. This is not surprising: the helicity basis becomes
optimal when the top mass is small compared to its energy,
while the beam basis is effective when the top is traveling

3The corrections obtained from SM electroweak processes
will, at most, shift our observables by a small linear amount
and will not have any qualitative effect on our conclusions.
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with a small velocity, precisely where contributions from
BSM physics are smallest relative to the standard model.
Top polarization from new physics will be larger at higher
invariant mass where the helicity basis is better suited. The
off-diagonal basis, which interpolates between the beam
basis and the helicity basis, is intermediate in sensitivity.

The lepton polarization angle cos�‘ has the nice feature
that it is completely uncorrelated with the kinematics of the
parent tops as it is measured in the top rest frame. However,
reconstructing this frame is nontrivial and can be difficult.
It is possible to define other variables which use the same
underlying information but may prove more flexible. One
especially interesting variable is the leptonic charge asym-
metry [3,15]

A ‘
FB ¼ Nðq‘y‘ > 0Þ � Nðq‘y‘ < 0Þ

Nðq‘y‘ > 0Þ þ Nðq‘y‘ < 0Þ (3)

in semileptonic events. The charged lepton rapidity (in
either the lab or the CM frame) depends on the velocity
�t and CM-frame production angle cos�t of the semilep-
tonic top, as well as on cos�‘ but is independent of the
lepton energy in the top rest frame (as the lepton is effec-
tively massless, and so the energy only changes the mag-
nitude of its four vector). Thus, the lepton asymmetry of
Eq. (3) is an alternate measure of the lepton polarization: it
contains additional information about the top production
mechanism, beyond the information in the top AFB. We
illustrate the relationship between top and lepton rapidities
in Fig. 1. For dileptonic tops, one can define the dileptonic
charge asymmetry,

A �‘
FB ¼ Nððy‘þ � y‘�Þ> 0Þ � Nððy‘þ � y‘�Þ< 0Þ

Nððy‘þ � y‘�Þ> 0Þ þ Nððy‘þ � y‘�Þ< 0Þ ; (4)

which is frame-independent. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the
dependence of lepton rapidity on parent top polarization is
enhanced in the forward regions. Therefore, a new source
of right-handed tops which preferentially populates high
rapidity regions will lead to a significant enhancement of
forward leptons. As central lepton acceptance at the
Tevatron extends only to j�j< 1:1, this can lead to marked
acceptance differences between BSM and SM tops, as well
as differences between the BSM models themselves. In
particular, acceptances need to be understood separately

TABLE III. Net polarization P off-d in the off-diagonal basis at
the Tevatron.

Semileptonic Dileptonic

sel. cuts mt�t >450GeV sel. cuts mt�t >450GeV

SM �14% (3%) �15% (5%) �17% (6.5%)�17% (10%)

GA �15% �15% �17% �17%
GL �11% �7% �13% �10%
GR �17% �19% �20% �23%
W 0 �24% �30% �24% �30%

TABLE II. Net polarization P b in the beam basis at the
Tevatron.

Semileptonic Dileptonic

sel. cuts mt�t > 450 GeV sel. cuts mt�t > 450 GeV

SM �3% (3%) �9% (5%) �8% (6.5%) �14% (10%)

GA �5% �10% �5% �7%
GL �2% �3% 7% 9%

GR �6% �13% �17% �25%
W 0 �11% �19% �12% �21%

TABLE I. Net polarization P h in the helicity basis at the
Tevatron. We note that, in the SM, at tree level, these asymme-
tries are all zero. In parentheses are 1� statistical uncertainties,
which are centered on an asymmetry measurement centered
about the predicted SM value, assuming 5:3 fb�1 (semileptonic)
or 5:1 fb�1 (dileptonic). Note that the effects of the differing
semileptonic and dileptonic selection cuts are small.

Semileptonic Dileptonic

sel. cuts mt�t > 450 GeV sel. cuts mt�t > 450 GeV

SM 4% (3%) 7% (5%) 4% (6.5%) 6% (10%)

GA 5% 7% 5% 7%

GL 2% �1% 1% �1%
GR 8% 12% 8% 12%

W 0 15% 22% 14% 21%

TABLE IV. BSM contributions to the parton level t�t and
leptonic asymmetries after imposing CDF semileptonic accep-
tance cuts. Lepton asymmetries computed using both the lab and
CM-frame lepton rapidities are shown. We note that, in the SM,
at tree level, these asymmetries are all zero. Statistical signifi-
cances of the leptonic asymmetries are based on the number of
events observed in [2].

frame and mass range t�t asymmetry

Lepton

asymmetry

stat. sig.

(5:3 fb�1)

GA lab, sel. cuts 9% 4% 1.1

lab, mt�t > 450 GeV 17% 9% 1.9

CM, sel. cuts 12% 6% 1.7

CM, mt�t > 450 GeV 19% 12% 2.4

GL lab, sel. cuts 7% �3% 0.9

lab, mt�t > 450 GeV 14% �1% 0.2

CM, sel. cuts 13% �4% 1.4

CM, mt�t > 450 GeV 20% �3% 0.6

GR lab, sel. cuts 9% 12% 3.9

lab, mt�t > 450 GeV 14% 18% 5

CM, sel. cuts 9% 16% 3.5

CM, mt�t > 450 GeV 15% 22% 4.4

W 0 lab, sel. cuts 15% 13% 3.9

lab, mt�t > 450 GeV 26% 22% 4.9

CM, sel. cuts 20% 16% 4.4

CM, mt�t > 450 GeV 31% 26% 5.3
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for t-channel right-handed models and s-channel axially-
coupled models (see also [10]).

While the correlation between the lepton asymmetries
A‘

FB, A�‘
FB and the top forward-backward asymmetry

At
FB is less direct than a direct measurement of the

top polarization through the top rest frame variable
of Eq. (2), the lepton asymmetry does not require recon-
struction of rest frames and can, therefore, provide a
cleaner probe of the system. Moreover, as the lepton is
not colored, a measurement of the lepton asymmetry
allows for easier comparison to predictions from next-to-
leading order QCD.4 In the absence of any polarization, a
given top asymmetry At

FB will produce a mildly reduced
A‘

FB. Left-handed tops, however, will yield a much re-
duced A‘

FB, while for right-handed tops, the leptonic
asymmetry is comparable to or greater than the parent
top asymmetry. If the tops are sufficiently forward so that
finite lepton acceptance becomes relevant (i.e. if the top is
sufficiently forward, then events which would contribute
to the asymmetry will not pass selection cuts—we will
see this for the W 0 model), then this conclusion will
not hold.

In the following subsections, we consider semileptonic
and dileptonic tops at the Tevatron in more detail, focusing
on lepton charge asymmetries. All results are simulated
using the full 2 ! 6 matrix elements of t�t production, as
computed in MADGRAPH [18].

A. Semileptonic tops

For semileptonic tops, we impose selection cuts after
[2], requiring: a charged lepton with j�j< 1:0 and pT‘ >
20 GeV; at least four jets with pTj > 40 GeV and j�j<
2:0; and missing energy 6ET > 20 GeV. Further, at least
one jet must be b-tagged, which means the tagged jet must
be central, j�bj< 1:0. After these cuts, nontop background
is less than Oð20%Þ of remaining events; we neglect it
here. In what follows, we will present results with statisti-
cal errors derived from the published number of events
measured at CDF.
In Table IV, we compare the leptonic charge asymmetry

to the parent top asymmetry in our reference models. The
contribution to the asymmetries from LO SM t�t is zero for
all asymmetries even after selection cuts. We quote statis-
tical significance of the leptonic asymmetries based on the
number of events observed in 5:3 fb�1. By the end of the
Tevatron’s run, twice this amount of data will be available
(for each experiment); as the statistical uncertainties scale

approximately as 1=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
, the maximum statistical reach of

the Tevatron is larger by nearly a factor of 2 (after combin-
ing the data of both experiments).
Unsurprisingly, the lepton asymmetry in the CM frame

is a more sensitive probe than the lab-frame lepton asym-
metry. However, we emphasize that even the simple lab
frame variable, which requires no leptonic top reconstruc-
tion and is consequently free of many systematics, can
(1) help to establish the existence of an asymmetry incon-
sistent with SM predictions, and (2) begin to distinguish
between competing models for the asymmetry.5

The relationship between the lepton asymmetry and the
parent top asymmetry is a distinctive feature of the models:
for the axi-gluon models, which have similar top kinemat-
ics, the asymmetry is slightly reduced due to kinematics for
GA, dramatically reduced for GL, and enhanced for GR.
The W 0, although similar to the GR in yielding a higher
proportion of right-handed tops, shows proportionally less
of an enhancement of the lepton asymmetry; this is because
the W 0 produces tops which are more forward, where
limited y acceptance for leptons causes events to fail
acceptance cuts.
In Table IV, it is evident that the W 0 model can be

distinguished from both the SM and the other reference
models at * 3�. Our reference models GR and W 0 predict
similar central values for the lepton asymmetries but larger
top asymmetries for theW 0 model. With the cuts in [2], the
CM-frame top asymmetries differ by nearly 3� for GR and
W 0. The full anticipated Tevatron data set allows a lepton
asymmetry to be established at more than 3� for all models

FIG. 1 (color online). Distributions of the rapidity difference
ytop � y‘ for right-handed (red, dotted), left-handed (blue,

dashed) and unpolarized (black, solid) tops for fixed top kine-
matics as determined by the top boost �t and CM-frame
production angle cos�t.

4Thanks to K. Melnikov for emphasizing this point.

5Defining the visible mass as the invariant mass of the lepton
plus the 4 hard jets identified as the visible t�t decay products
enables efficient isolation of high

ffiffiffi
s

p
events without reconstruct-

ing the leptonic top. Using a high visible mass bin mvis >
375 GeV yields a comparable enhancement to using a high total
mass bin mt�t > 450.
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except the GL. Meanwhile, the GL model has a very
distinctive signal of a lepton asymmetry near zero, which,
in the presence of a significant top asymmetry, is distin-
guishing. Moreover, the GA and W 0 models can be discri-
minated at more than 3�. One might worry that this
distinction is artificial, as the GA model is chosen to under-
predict the top asymmetry, while the W 0 model is not.
However, for comparison purposes, we have also examined
an axial axi-gluon parameter point G0

A with larger cou-

plings (but the same mass and width) than the model
displayed in Table IV. This model overpredicts the
Tevatron t�t cross section but has the same central values
for the CM-frame top asymmetries as the W 0. In this
modified G0

A model, the lepton asymmetries are nearly

3� smaller than in the W 0 model. Thus, with the full
anticipated data set, the Tevatron has the potential to
discriminate between these explanations at * 3� by ex-
ploiting the characteristic differences in the lepton asym-
metries relative to the asymmetry of the parent top.

B. Dileptonic tops

While dileptonic tops at the Tevatron are limited by both
statistical and kinematic reach, results from this channel
are interesting, especially in combination with the semi-
leptonic channel. For dileptonic tops, we impose selection
cuts after [5]. Specifically, we require two opposite-sign
leptons, with pT > 20 GeV and j�j< 1:1 for electrons,
j�j< 0:6 for muons; at least two jets satisfying pT >
15 GeV and j�j< 2:5; and large missing energy, 6ET >
50 GeV. In addition, a cut is placed on the scalar sum of
the transverse energy of the leptons, missing energy, and
jets,HT � 6ET þ pT‘i þ pTji > 200 GeV. After these cuts,

the dominant backgrounds are fakes, followed by Drell-
Yan production of lepton pairs; signal makes up 70% of the
events passing the cuts.

At the Tevatron, the most useful variables in dileptonic
tops are, again, (1) the polarization angle cos�‘ (see
Table I) and (2) the dileptonic charge asymmetry of
Eq. (4). In Table V, we show the dileptonic charge

asymmetry in our reference models and quote statistical
significances based on the number of events observed in
5:1 fb�1. While the smaller branching ratios into the di-
leptonic channel limit the statistical reach compared to the
semileptonic channel, with the full data set, a leptonic
asymmetry can be established at more than 3� for the
right-handed models, GR, and W 0. Other dileptonic varia-
bles, such as those we will consider for the LHC in the next
section, are less sensitive at the Tevatron.

III. LHC STUDIES

We now turn our attention to the LHC to see what light it
can shed upon any new physics effects contributing to the
top asymmetry measured at the Tevatron.
At first sight, measuring a charge asymmetry might

seem impossible: the LHC, unlike the Tevatron, collides
identical particles (i.e. pp instead of p �p), and it is unclear
how an asymmetry might be observed in this setup.
However, while the initial state particles are symmetric at
the LHC, the quark and antiquark parton distributions
within them are not, with valence quarks dominating
over sea quarks at high x. Thus, if the t�t system is left-
moving then it is more likely to come from a left-moving
quark and a right-moving antiquark than the other way
around, and vice versa [4,8,11].
We will make use of this correlation between the boost

of the t�t system and the partonic forward direction and
adapt the observables defined in the previous section to a
pp collider. We will first show that, if the Tevatron excess
is due to contribution from new physics, it can be con-
firmed at least at 3� level with the first 5 fb�1 of LHC data.
At the same time, purely leptonic observables with only
minimal dependence on event reconstruction are effective
in probing the new physics. We will also find that mea-
surements of the top quark polarization and t�t spin corre-
lations can serve as powerful tools to distinguish different
new physics scenarios.
We first describe the details of our simulation and our

choices of selection cuts. As in the previous section,
parton-level samples are again generated using the full
2 ! 6 processes in MADGRAPH [18]. However, here, we
will present results more sensitive to top reconstruction
and, thus, a more accurate simulation is warranted.
Therefore, we further shower the parton-level events in
Pythia [19], cluster the visible particles into 0:1� 0:1
calorimeter cells between �5<�<5, and form R ¼ 0:7
anti-kT [20] jets using FASTJET [21].6 The jets and leptons
in our reconstructed events are then passed through a
realistic top-reconstruction algorithm (see Appendix A),
which is used to calculate our observables.
To select dileptonic tops, we employ a set of selection

cuts adapted from Ref. [22]. These cuts require two hard

TABLE V. New physics contributions to the dileptonic asym-
metry. Results are shown for reference models after imposing
CDF dileptonic acceptance cuts as in [5]. Statistical significances
are based on the number of signal events observed in [5].

mass range asymmetry (5:1 fb�1) stat. sig.

GA sel. cuts 8% 1.2

mt�t > 450 GeV 14% 1.4

GL sel. cuts �4% 0.5

mt�t > 450 GeV 1% 0

GR sel. cuts 15% 2.4

mt�t > 450 GeV 20% 2.1

W 0 sel. cuts 15% 2.3

mt�t > 450 GeV 24% 2.6
6For comparison, parton-level results are tabulated in

Appendix C.
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(pT‘ > 20 GeV), central leptons (jy‘j< 2:5) with an in-
variant mass outside the Z window (76GeV<m‘þ‘�

<106GeV),; two hard, central jets (pTj > 30 GeV, jyjj<
2:5); and missing energy ( 6ET > 25 GeV). These cuts re-
duce the backgrounds to di-top production to the Oð20%Þ
level, and so, in what follows, we will ignore them.

To further isolate the effects of new physics, we place a
cut on the reconstructed t�t invariant mass:

mt�t > 450 GeV: (5)

At large mt�t, the behavior of the observables considered
later in this section depends further on the details of the
underlying new physics model. For example, the axi-
gluon– like models typically have a broad resonance cen-
tered between 1–2 TeV, and the resulting observables in the
regime of mt�t > 1 TeV are sensitive to the precise location
and width of the resonance. Such dependence can provide
valuable information. Instead of pursuing this further, we
focus instead on the more universal nonresonant portion of
the t�t spectrum, imposing an upper bound mt�t < 1:5 TeV.
This represents a conservative approach.

Finally, since the process gg ! t�t has a symmetric
initial state, it cannot contribute to the asymmetry in t�t
production measured at the Tevatron and, thus, constitutes
a background to the q �q ! t�t process we wish to observe.
Now, as the gluon parton distribution function (PDF)s fall
more rapidly at large x than quark PDFs, the gluon-
initiated contribution to top pair production tends to be
more central than the q �q-initiated contribution. To sup-
press the symmetric background from gg ! t�t, we employ
a cut

jyt þ y�tj> 2; (6)

which restricts t�t production to the relatively forward
region. The cut is chosen so that the contributions to t�t
production from gg and q �q are roughly comparable in this
regime. In addition, it also increases the correlation be-
tween the boost of the t�t system and the direction of the
incoming quark.

The total t�t production cross sections for the reference
models, including both the standard model and new phys-
ics contributions, after imposing these cuts successively,
are shown in Table VI. For comparison, the standard model
production rates are also displayed. Assuming 5 fb�1 of

data, we estimate the 1� ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
fractional statistical

uncertainties (shown in parentheses).

A. Top forward-backward asymmetry At �t

One can generalize the forward-backward asymmetry
At�t to a symmetric (pp) collider7 by defining it as

A t�t ¼ Nð0< �̂t < �=2Þ � Nð�=2< �̂t < �Þ
Nð0< �̂t < �=2Þ þ Nð�=2< �̂t < �Þ ; (7)

where �̂t is the production angle of the top quark in the t�t
center-of-mass frame with respect to the direction of the
boost of the t�t system. Note that the 1� estimated in
Table VII can also be used as a measure of the deviation
of an At�t measurement from the standard model predic-
tion, which is approximately zero. Based on the procedure
described in Appendix A, we reconstruct the kinematics of
the top quark and calculate theAt�t in various models. The
results are shown in Table VII. It can be seen from
Table VII that in all but one of the conservative reference
models, the new physics contribution to the At�t can be
identified at the LHC at the level of * 3�. The only
exception is the GL model, whose contribution to At�t

can only be detected at a level just below 2�. This is
mainly due to the bias introduced by our selection cut.
As discussed in the previous section, the direction of the
lepton is (anti)correlated with the (left-)right-polarized
tops. Therefore, the boost of higher energy tops satisfying
Eq. (5) will necessarily result in harder (softer) leptons.
Combining with the lepton pT cut, this effect leads to the
relative enhancement of the signal from the GR model
relative to the GL model. We will observe the same bias
in other observables discussed later in this section.
Note that, although the rapidity cut in Eq. (6) does help

to enhance the observed asymmetry, the asymmetry is
already visible after imposing the cut on mt�t. Omitting
the stringent cut on t�t rapidity will certainly enhance the
signal statistics, as shown in Table VI. As we will see in the
rest of this section, the relative merit of including the
rapidity cut depends on the specific observable under dis-
cussion. Therefore, we will base our conclusions only on
the most effective set of cuts.
From Table VII, there are also observable differences

between various new physics scenarios. In particular, the
W 0 gives the largest asymmetry. This is consistent with the
pattern which is already noticeable forAt�t at the Tevatron,
but it is much more striking at the LHC. This relative

TABLE VI. The cross section, in pb, for leptonically decaying
di-top events at a 7 TeV LHC.

GA GL GR W 0 SM

Selection cuts 1.3 1.4 1.4 2.1 1.3

mt�t > 450 GeV 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.3 0.6

jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2

TABLE VII. The top forward-backward asymmetry (At�t) at a
7 TeV LHC, and, in parentheses, the 1� statistical uncertainties,
(i.e. 1=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
), assuming 5 fb�1 of data.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts 3 2 4 14 1 (�1:2)
mt�t > 450 GeV 5 3 6 20 0 (�1:7)
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 8 5 12 36 1 (�3:2)

7Related observables have been considered before in [4,8,11]
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enhancement is due to the fact that, in the W 0 model, the
new physics scale is much lower than in axi-gluon models,
so the increase in center-of-mass energy greatly increases
the fraction of time spent near the Rutherford singularity.
The analogous situation for an axi-gluon would be probing
near the pole mass, but, to present a conservative model-
independent estimate, we have removed this singularity
(indeed, were we to have included and used a low mass,
our axi-gluon results could have shown similarly large
effects). We will also observe the same pattern in the other
observables discussed later in this section.

Within the axi-gluon models, we expect to observe a
smaller At�t. Even in this case, we can gather early indica-
tions of whether the underlying new physics model is of the
GA type. In the following, we will turn to additional ob-
servables to help both in enhancing the signal significance
and distinguishing among different axi-gluon models.

B. (Nearly) purely leptonic observables

The first set of observables we will consider are those
which involve only leptons, and, thus, have only a minimal
dependence on event reconstruction.8 We consider the
generalization of the dilepton charge asymmetry to a sym-
metric collider:

A ‘
FC ¼ Nðjy‘þj> jy‘�jÞ � Nðjy‘�j> jy‘þjÞ

Nðjy‘þj> jy‘�jÞ þ Nðjy‘�j> jy‘þjÞ ; (8)

measuring a forward-central leptonic charge asymmetry.
We present the measurement of this observable in
Table VIII. As at the Tevatron, the leptonic charge asym-
metry is a powerful probe of the existence of a BSM
asymmetry. As can be seen from Table VIII, it allows *
3� discrimination of all models, except the GL, from the
SM with order of a few inverse femtobarn of data, and
much sooner in the case of theW 0. Moreover, theGR model
becomes distinguishable from the others. Thus, the dilep-
tonic charge asymmetry can establish the existence of a
BSM asymmetry in t�t events in typical axi-gluon or
t-channel vector boson models in the expected 7 TeV run.

To further strengthen the case for new physics and
distinguish between competing explanations of an asym-
metry, we consider several other leptonic variables. The

combination of these variables provides a diagnostic suite
of measurements, which, taken together, can distinguish
between different models for the top AFB.
One useful variable is the asymmetry in the azimuthal

angle between the two leptons, ��, which is � when the
two leptons are back to back and zero when they are
aligned in the transverse plane. In Eq. (9), we construct
an asymmetry with this variable:

A ‘‘
�� ¼ Nðcos��‘‘ > 0Þ � Nðcos��‘‘ < 0Þ

Nðcos��‘‘ > 0Þ þ Nðcos��‘‘ < 0Þ ; (9)

measuring how often the two leptons are on opposite sides
of the transverse plane (contributing to A‘‘

�� < 0) vs how

often they are on the same side (A‘‘
�� > 0). Unlike the

leptonic asymmetry constructed in Eq. (8), there is a kine-
matic reason for A‘‘

�� to be biased to negative values.

However, as one can see in Table IX, the difference be-
tween the various A‘‘

�� provides a useful discriminant. In

particular, it helps in distinguishing the signal of the W 0
and GR models from the standard model. We note that this
variable is not as sensitive as the others considered, and is
not useful at the Tevatron, where new physics is probed at
lower energies and with smaller statistics.

C. Top Polarization

As one might expect, fully reconstructed observables are
even more powerful than those which use only the leptons.
Next, we explore top polarization measurements, which,
again, require reconstruction of the top rest frame. For
simplicity, we consider two choices of polarization axis:
(1) the beam axis, which we now define relative to the
boost of the t�t system,

n̂ beam ¼
�þẑ if yt þ y�t > 0
�ẑ if yt þ y�t < 0

(10)

and (2) the helicity axis, again defined as the top direction
of motion in the t�t center-of-mass frame. The asymmetry in
cos�‘ which measures the net polarization does not need to
be redefined for the LHC, so we have once again

P n ¼ Nðcos�‘;n > 0Þ � Nðcos�‘;n < 0ÞÞ
Nðcos�‘;n > 0Þ þ Nðcos�‘;n < 0ÞÞ : (11)

Results are tabulated for the beam axis in Table X and for
the helicity axis in Table XI.

TABLE VIII. The forward-central lepton asymmetry A‘
FC at

the 7 TeV LHC, and, in parentheses, the 1� statistical uncer-
tainties, (i.e. 1=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
), assuming 5 fb�1 of data.

GA (%) GLð (%) GR (%) W 0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts 2 0 5 13 0 (�1:2)
mt�t > 450 GeV 4 2 7 19 �1 (�1:7)
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 7 2 14 35 1 (�3:2)

TABLE IX. The azimuthal angle asymmetry A‘
�� at a 7 TeV

LHC, and, in parentheses, the 1� statistical uncertainties, (i.e.
1=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
), assuming 5 fb�1 of data.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W 0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts �26 �26 �28 �43 �24 (�1:2)
mt�t > 450 GeV �47 �47 �50 �62 �45 (�1:7)
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 �45 �44 �49 �56 �45 (�3:2)

8Cuts like Eq. (5) require reconstruction of the t�t system, and,
thus, can affect the distribution of even purely leptonic observ-
ables by biasing which events are selected.
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Polarization measurements are particularly useful for
distinguishing among the various axi-gluon models, which
differ from each other chiefly in the chiralities of their
couplings to top quarks. Polarization measurements also
are important for distinguishing the GL model from the
SM. The bias toward right-handed polarizations is an effect
of selection cuts preferentially passing the harder leptons
which arise from right-handed tops.

D. Top spin correlation

Finally, we present results on t�t spin correlations

A ‘
c1c2 ¼

Nðc1c2 > 0Þ � Nðc1c2 < 0ÞÞ
Nðc1c2 > 0Þ þ Nðc1c2 < 0ÞÞ ; (12)

where c1 ¼ cos�‘1;n and c2 ¼ cos�‘2;n. As with the pre-

vious section, we present results using two polarization
axes: the beam axis in Table XII and the helicity axis in
Table XIII.
As one can see from the tables,A‘

c1c2 is not as sensitive

to new physics effects as the observables explored in the
previous subsections and, thus, will require more luminos-
ity before yielding meaningful information. Nonetheless,
as this observable probes independent information, it
should still be measured, as it can help to further narrow
down the set of explanatory models.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

As more analyses are completed, the anomalous top
forward-backward asymmetry observed at the Tevatron
appears increasingly robust. The observed asymmetry has
manifested itself across many channels, at different experi-
ments, and appears to rise strongly with increasing mt�t,
suggestive of new physics. While a healthy dollop of
skepticism is always warranted in interpreting this sort of
anomaly, especially as it may be susceptible to subtle QCD
effects, the measurement presents, at the very least, one of
the most compelling collider anomalies seen in recent
years and may be our first hint of the BSM effects we
may hope to observe at the LHC.
Here, we have considered various models built to ex-

plain the measured value of the top asymmetry. While all
models yield an enhanced t�t asymmetry, they yield distinct
mixtures of left- and right-polarized tops. As the polariza-
tion of a top influences the kinematics of its decay prod-
ucts, especially the charged lepton, distributions built from
the leptons in dileptonic and semileptonic t�t events are
powerful probes of the physics underlying the anomalous
top forward-backward asymmetry. Leptonic charge asym-
metries are particularly attractive for these purposes. The
potentially large central values of the lepton asymmetries
make them sensitive probes of deviations from the SM,
while the relationship between the lepton asymmetry and
its parent t�t asymmetry is a useful diagnostic of the chiral
structure of the model. Published results for lepton charge
asymmetries would be very useful for understanding the
properties of any new physics contributing to the t�t cross
section.
Turning to the LHC, we found that this machine, despite

being a pp collider, has excellent prospects for shedding
light on the top forward-backward asymmetry. We defined
an asymmetry variable at the LHC where the forward
direction is chosen event by event, exploiting the distinct
kinematics of sea and valence quarks, and utilized it with a
novel set of cuts designed to enhance the contributions of
new physics. With our cuts and realistic reconstruction
procedure, we are able to firmly establish the existence
of a large BSM asymmetry within the first 5 fb�1 of data at
the 7 TeV LHC. This result is based only on dileptonic
tops, and the approach can easily be extended to the

TABLE XII. Spin correlation A‘
c1c2 in the beam basis at a

7 TeV LHC, and, in parentheses, the 1� statistical uncertainties,
(i.e. 1=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
), assuming 5 fb�1 of data.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W 0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts �2 �2 �2 �9 �1 (�1:2)
mt�t > 450 GeV �3 �3 �2 �11 0 (�1:7)
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 �5 �4 �1 �11 �1 (�3:2)

TABLE X. Net polarization P b in the beam basis at a 7 TeV
LHC, and, in parentheses, the 1� statistical uncertainties,
(i.e. 1=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
), assuming 5 fb�1 of data.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W 0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts 4 �1 5 9 2 (�1:2)
mt�t > 450 GeV 1 �4 4 11 0 (�1:7)
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 2 �5 7 15 1 (�3:2)

TABLE XI. Net polarization P h in the helicity basis at a 7 TeV
LHC, and, in parentheses, the 1� statistical uncertainties,
(i.e. 1=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
), assuming 5 fb�1 of data.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts 1 �1 4 18 1 (�1:2)
mt�t > 450 GeV 2 �2 6 26 0 (�1:7)
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 0 �4 3 19 �2 (�3:2)

TABLE XIII. Spin correlation A‘
c1c2 in the helicity basis at a

7 TeV LHC, and, in parentheses, the 1� statistical uncertainties,
(i.e. 1=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
), assuming 5 fb�1 of data.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W 0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts �2 �3 �2 7 �4 (�1:2)
mt�t > 450 GeV 1 0 1 12 �2 (�1:7)
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 3 0 0 12 3 (�3:2)
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semileptonic channel, which promises a larger cross sec-
tion and better statistics. While a full detector-level simu-
lation will be necessary to understand the ultimate LHC
sensitivity, this approach seems promising and warrants
further study.

We further observed that leptonic variables, namely,
lepton charge asymmetries, top polarizations, and t�t spin
correlations, are extremely valuable tools in distinguishing
between the various new physics models which have been
proposed to explain the anomalous AFB. Using only the
nonresonant portion of the t�t spectrum, we saw that a
7 TeV LHC is able to distinguish amongst various BSM
models in as little as �5 fb�1 of data.
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APPENDIX A: FULLY LEPTONIC
TOP RECONSTRUCTION

Fully leptonic di-top events yield two neutrinos, and so
the top four-vector is not immediately accessible from the
collider data. However, the eight unknowns comprising the
two unmeasured neutrino four vectors can be obtained if
one requires:

(i) p2
� ¼ 0

(ii) ðp� þ plÞ2 ¼ m2
W

(iii) ðp� þ pl þ pbÞ2 ¼ m2
t

(iv) ðp�1
þ p�2

Þfx;yg ¼ ð6ETÞfx;yg.

Each item above yields two conditions which must be
satisfied, so that they total the eight conditions—enough
to solve9 the system up to discrete ambiguities.

In practice, a reconstructed event can yield zero, two, or
four neutrino solutions. If no neutrino solutions are found,
it could be because the top and/orW produced in the event
was sufficiently off-shell to make solving the constraint

equations (which take as input the particle pole masses)
impossible, or because the jet four momenta were smeared
too far away from their true values. Events with two or four
solutions can arise from the ambiguities in the solution to
the constraint equations and when there is an ambiguity in
which b to assign to which lepton in computing mt.
To choose the correct solution, we employ a technique

developed in [24] that assigns each neutrino solution a
weight,

w ¼ fðxÞ �fðxÞpðE�
l jmtÞpðE�

�l
jmtÞ; (A1)

where E�
l is the energy of the lepton in the reconstructed

top quark rest frame,

pðE�
l jmtÞ ¼ 4E�

l mtðm2
t �m2

b � 2E�
l mtÞ

ðm2
t �m2

bÞ2 �m2
Wðm2

t þm2
bÞ � 2m4

w

(A2)

measures the likelihood that a top will decay into a lepton
of rest frame energy E�

l , and f ( �f) are the relevant proton

(antiproton) PDFs.10 In essence, this reconstruction
method picks the neutrino/top solution which, all things
being equal, seemed most probable. For more details on the
experimental implementation of this method, we refer the
reader to Ref. [26]. We also note that the method presented
in Ref. [27] might provide a complementary procedure.

APPENDIX B: MODELS

To gauge the reach of the polarization and correlation
techniques presented herein, we have adopted a set of
benchmark models. Here, we will introduce these models
and delineate their parameters.
As was mentioned in Sec. I, BSM models designed to

explain the top forward-backward anomaly generally fall
into two classes: s and t channel. The good agreement
between observation and SM predictions for the top pair
production cross section makes it challenging to reproduce
an asymmetry as large as the observed effect solely from
BSM processes. If, instead, the asymmetry arises from the
interference of BSM graphs with SMQCD pair production,
a sizable asymmetry can be realized without comparably
large positive-definite contributions to the top pair produc-
tion cross section. To obtain an asymmetric contribution
from interference effects of the necessary size, the BSM
graphs must have the same leading color and Lorentz
structures as the q �q ! t�t contribution to SM top pair
production. From this condition, we determine that BSM
particles exchanged in the s channel must be spin 1 color
octets, while particles exchanged in the t channel can be
either vectors or scalars and can be in any color represen-
tation of QCD that appears in the product of two funda-
mentals or a fundamental and an antifundamental, namely,
8, �3, 6, or 1.

9Many techniques are available to numerically solve the eight
constraint conditions. For our work we use the methods pre-
sented in Ref. [23]. 10We use the CTEQ6.1 PDFs [25] for our analysis.
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For an s-channel particle to contribute to the asymmetry
at tree level, its couplings to both initial and final states
must be parity-violating; otherwise, any asymmetry will
only be generated at loop level, as in QCD. We will call all
such color vector octet particles axi-gluons, even though
the term more properly refers only to such particles when
they have a purely axial coupling. At the Tevatron, the axi-
gluon is not produced on shell, mA � ffiffiffi

s
p

; in this regime,
the leading contribution of the axi-gluon to the top asym-
metry is determined by the mass of the axi-gluon and the
product of axial couplings to the first and third generations,
At
FB / �g1Ag

3
A. Note the sign: to yield a positive asymme-

try, the couplings to first and third generations must have
opposite signs. Once the mass and the product g1Ag

3
A are

fixed, the relative strength of the first and third generation
axial couplings, as well as the vectorlike couplings, can be
varied, with only subleading effects on the asymmetry.
Here, in order to highlight the importance of polarization,
we choose three representative models which are all con-
sistent with the Tevatron data, yet have their vectorlike
couplings adjusted to yield (1) a pure axial model; (2) a
model which only couples to left-handed tops; and (3) a
model which only couples to right-handed tops (see
Table XIV).

The axi-gluon width depends upon many quantities
which are unrelated to the reproduction of the forward-
backward asymmetry (such as the coupling to second
generation quarks, and the coupling to the b); for simplic-
ity we use a large constant width �G ¼ 1:4 TeV for all our
reference models. As the LHC can access the axi-gluon
pole mass (which is around 2 TeV), a substantial model
dependence can arise if the events from this region are
analyzed as part of our signal. We, therefore, take a con-
servative approach, explicitly removing this high invariant
mass region from our analysis (see the discussion in
Sec. III A).

In t-channel models, the asymmetry is generated by the
kinematic structure of the amplitude, from the forward
singularity of the t-channel propagator. In order to yield
a large asymmetry without large corrections to the cross
section, the intermediate BSM state(s) must have domi-
nantly flavor-off-diagonal couplings. Intermediate
t-channel states can be either scalar or vector; for a given
additional contribution to the total t�t cross section, vectors
give a greater enhancement to the asymmetry than do
scalars. Intermediate vectors must couple to �qq and, there-

fore, must be octets or singlets, while intermediate scalars
can couple to either qq or �qq and, hence, present more
options. Large flavor-changing couplings are easier to
accommodate if the coupling is only to right-handed
quarks; t-channel models, thus, generically predict sub-
stantial top polarization. If the exchanged particle is self-
conjugate, such as a Z0, then it will also mediate same-sign
top production, qq ! tt, the nondetection of which poses a
stringent constraint.
As an example of this class of model, we adopt a flavor-

off-diagonal W 0 which couples dR to tR,

gA ¼ �0:9; gV ¼ 0:9;

mW0 ¼ 0:4 TeV; � ¼ 0:04 TeV;
(B1)

this parameter set is one of the benchmark models of [10].
The t�t cross section and (Tevatron) At

FB which our bench-
mark reference models predict is presented in Table XV,
along with a comparison to the SM. Results are shown at
leading order and without acceptance cuts; after incorpo-
rating realistic acceptance cuts, the apparently large cross
section predicted by theW 0 reference model is brought into
better accord with measurements [10]. Note that the axi-
gluon reference models, while consistent with cross section
measurements, somewhat underpredict the observed
forward-backward asymmetry. We have chosen these
points to be conservative: models which realize a larger
asymmetry are even easier to distinguish from the SM and
from each other using the techniques presented here.

APPENDIX C: TABULATED RESULTS FOR
LEPTONIC OBSERVABLES

Here, we collect tabulated predictions for several
leptonic observables for the SM and our reference models

TABLE XIV. The parameters used in our reference axi-gluon
models. We fix the axi-gluon width to be 1.4 TeV.

Model M [TeV] � [TeV] gA1 gV1 gA3 gV3 gA gV

GA 2 1.4 �2:3 0 3.35 0 	 	 	 	 	 	
GL 2 1.4 �2:3 0 3.35 3.35 	 	 	 	 	 	
GR 2 1.4 �2:3 0 3.35 �3:35 	 	 	 	 	 	
W 0 0.4 0.04 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 �0:9 0.9

TABLE XV. The LO t�t production cross sections at the
Tevatron and the LHC for the benchmark models, along with
the CM-frame top asymmetry.

Model �Tevatron
tt [pb] �LHC

tt [pb] ATevatron
FB

SM 5.6 89 0%

GA 5.8 91 14%

GL 6.1 95 13%

GR 6.1 95 13%

W0 7.3 123 24%

TABLE XVI. The parton-level cross section, in pb, for leptoni-
cally decaying di-top events at a 7 TeV LHC, and, in parenthe-
ses, the 1� uncertainties on an asymmetry measurement
centered about zero, assuming 5 fb�1 of data (i.e. 1=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
).

GA GL GR W0 SM

Selection cuts 2.1 2.2 2.2 3.3 2.1 (�1%)

mt�t > 450 GeV 1.1 1.2 1.2 2.2 1.1 (�1:3%)

jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.2 (�3:2%)
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at both the Tevatron and the LHC. We show results for
multiple angular variables, integrated to construct
asymmetries.

For polarization variables, we show the integrated asym-
metry,

A ‘
cos� ¼ Nðcos� > 0Þ � Nðcos� < 0ÞÞ

Nðcos� > 0Þ þ Nðcos� < 0ÞÞ : (C1)

For azimuthal correlations between leptons, we show

A ‘
�� ¼ Nðcos��‘‘ > 0Þ � Nðcos��‘‘ < 0ÞÞ

Nðcos��‘‘ > 0Þ þ Nðcos��‘‘ < 0ÞÞ ; (C2)

and for spin correlations, we present the integrated variable

A ‘
c1c2 ¼

Nðc1c2 > 0Þ � Nðc1c2 < 0ÞÞ
Nðc1c2 > 0Þ þ Nðc1c2 < 0ÞÞ : (C3)

For the Tevatron, we collect here expected net polar-
izations in the beam (Table II) and off-diagonal bases
(Table III). Results are displayed at parton level, after
acceptance cuts. To gauge the statistical significance of
the asymmetries, note that in 5:3 fb�1, CDF observes
976:7� 91:2 signal events passing their semileptonic
cuts [2]. As the statistical uncertainty on these asymmetry
variables is to a good approximation simply given by

1=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
, we then obtain a statistical error of 3% on asym-

metry variables with current data. For dileptonic tops, in

5:1 fb�1, CDF observes 237:1� 14:7 signal events passing
cuts [5], for a statistical error of 6.5% on asymmetries.
Going to the high mass region will reduce the number of
events by a factor of 50%–60%. This procedure gives more
conservative estimates of statistical significance than using
the significance derived from the cross sections after our
(parton-level) selection cuts.
We also present parton-level results for dileptonic top

variables at the 7 TeV LHC. Table XVI shows the t�t cross
section after cuts. Table XVII shows the resulting t�t asym-
metry, and Table XVIII presents the related leptonic charge
asymmetry. We further give the parton-level polarization
and spin-correlation results: Table XIX shows the distri-
bution of All

��, Table XX gives the top polarization using

the beam basis, while Table XXI presents this in the
helicity basis, Table XXII shows the t�t spin correlations
in the beam basis, an, finally, Table XXIII shows these in
the helicity basis.

TABLE XVII. The parton-level top forward-backward asym-
metry At�t at a 7 TeV LHC.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W 0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts 2 2 3 15 0

mt�t > 450 GeV 4 3 5 21 1

jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 8 7 11 38 2

TABLE XIX. The parton-level azimuthal angle asymmetry
All

�� at a 7 TeV LHC.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W 0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts �23 �24 �26 �40 �21
mt�t > 450 GeV �43 �44 �46 �58 �41
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 �40 �45 �48 �54 �41

TABLE XVIII. The parton-level forward-central lepton asym-
metry A‘

FC at a 7 TeV LHC.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W 0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts 2 0 5 14 0

mt�t > 450 GeV 3 1 6 20 0

jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 6 2 14 37 0

TABLE XX. Parton-level net polarization P b in the beam
basis at a 7 TeV LHC.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts 0 �2 3 6 0

mt�t > 450 GeV 0 �2 3 9 �1
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 1 �8 9 13 �1

TABLE XXI. Parton-level net polarization P h in the helicity
basis at a 7 TeV LHC.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts 5 3 9 21 5

mt�t > 450 GeV 6 2 11 28 6

jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 8 4 11 25 5

TABLE XXII. Parton-level spin-correlation asymmetry A‘
c1c2

in the beam basis at a 7 TeV LHC.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts �2 �2 �3 �6 �3
mt�t > 450 GeV �5 �5 �5 �9 �5
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 �7 �8 �10 �10 �8

TABLE XXIII. Parton-level spin-correlation asymmetry
A‘

c1c2 in the helicity basis at a 7 TeV LHC.

GA (%) GL (%) GR (%) W0 (%) SM (%)

Selection cuts �5 �4 �4 4 �6
mt�t > 450 GeV �2 �1 0 10 �3
jyðtÞ þ yð�tÞj> 2 0 1 3 10 0
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